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What did we expect 10 years ago?

May 2009



0907.4303



0905.1651

The systematics work was already in full force 



ACT, SPT 
already 

developing 
polarization 
experiments

BICEP, ABS were taking data



Ok, so what about in 2005? astro-ph/0508293

“For example, to detect T /S = 10−3 at 3σ we 
need to observe 15% of the sky and if that is 
chosen to be the cleanest region of the sky 
then the dust polarization in this region needs 
to be cleaned at 0.1% level of its intensity.”

Perhaps 
slightly more 

optimism 
about 

delensing and 
foregrounds
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1405.0871



astro-ph/0511161



From Adrian Lee’s talk



What did we I learn from 10 years ago?

1. Polarization is hard 
2. Planck released amazing maps, spectra and parameters 
3. Foreground science made possible by Planck 
4. lower sigma8 made science with clusters harder 
5. Ground-based experiments performed really well 
6. Lots of innovation from balloons 



Slide from Silvia Galli
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Slide from Gina Panopalou

New studies of magnetic fields with starlight polarization 
Effelsberg-Bonn HI Survey



Slide from Susan Clark

And GALFA-HI



Slide from Debabrata Adak

New studies of dust emmision on 
galactic caps with Effelsberg-Bonn 
HI Survey



Slide from Mike Jones

C-BASS provides low-frequency anchor on 
foreground emission - high S/N detection of 
polarization angle distribution



See talks from 



See talks from 

Slide from Jose Alberto Rubino-Martin
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See Sunyaev’s talk - this plot from  
Mantz et al. 2019 Cluster white paper
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1905.05777
Lots of cool science from ground based 

experiments - e.g. lensing (see Kimmy Wu’s talk)



See Ben Racine’s talk
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From Jeff Filippini’s talk
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1. Polarization is hard 
2. Planck released amazing maps, spectra and parameters 
3. Foreground science made possible by Planck 
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7. There are lots more experiments about to start taking 

data! 





Logos please!



1. Polarization is hard 
2. Planck released amazing maps, spectra and parameters 
3. Foreground science made possible by Planck 
4. lower sigma8 made science with clusters harder 
5. Ground-based experiments performed really well 
6. Lots of innovation from balloons 
7. There are lots more experiments about to start taking 

data! 
8. People are excited about new physics beyond SM 

What did we I learn from 10 years ago?



Slide from Yuto Minimani



Slide from Mathieu Remazeilles

1907.00916



What are the inflation targets?

huh?



What are the inflation targets?



What do we think we have got under control?

From Brandon Hensley’s talk

Decorrelation



What do we think we have got under control?

From Susan Clark’s talkDust from the ISM



Slide from Jonathan Aumont



What do we think we have got under control?

From Marius Millea’s talkDelensing



What do we think we have got under control?

From Kimmy Wu’s talkDelensing



From Blake 
Sherwin’s talk

What do we think will keep us up at night?

Delensing



From Nicoletta Krachmalnicoff’s talk

What do we think will keep us up at night?

Foreground cleaning



What do we think will keep us up at night?

Forecasting/
optimisation

From Clara Vergès’ talk



Systematics



Cosmic rays

From Samantha Stevers’ talk



What keeps you up at night?

Are we looking at the right (deep, clean) part of the sky? 

Are we looking at enough sky? 

Will we believe r when we see it? 

Will our instruments surprise us (to HWP or not?) 

(How fast groundbird is spinning)



What keeps you up at night?

Are we looking at the right (deep, clean) part of the sky? 

Are we looking at enough sky? 

Will we believe r when we see it? 

Will our instruments fail (to HWP or not?) 

(How fast groundbird is spinning)



The Next Next Generation

From Adrian Lee’s talk



From Jacques Delabrouille’s talk



From Jens Chluba’s talk

1909.01593



From Jens Chluba’s talk 
(also Aditya Rotti)

1909.01593



1909.01593



1912.07428
See Jochem Baselmans’ talk

Broad band on chip imaging 
spectrometers —> ready for space



CCATp 

See Kaustav 
Basu’s talk



CCATp 

See Kaustav 
Basu’s talk



Does 2035+ signal significant departure from ‘standard’ 
cosmology for distortions, higher order effects + 
astrophysics? 
How does that change the funding/proposal 
landascape? 

What are the biggest things that could hamper us?  
e.g. systematics, instrument performance,  
theoretical modelling uncertainties? 

Final thoughts
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Final thoughts

Has focus on B-modes ‘distracted’ from e.g. spectral 
studies? 
Or are B-modes the low(er)-hanging fruit that we have to 
go after? 

Are there too many proposed projects? 
How to balance competition with collaboration and 
ground vs space? 
Does it matter, given decoupled funding?
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What are the lessons we will share with our students in 
ten years?  
Can we learn them now?
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